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ABSTRACT
Subsidence due to groundwater withdrawal is a
complex hydrogeological process affecting numerous cities settled on top of fluviolacustrine
deposits. The discrete spatial variation in the
thickness of these deposits, in combination with
subsidence due to groundwater withdrawal, generates differential settlements and aseismic
ground failure (AGF) characterized by a welldefined scarp. In cities, such AGF causes severe
damages to urban infrastructure and considerable economic impact. With the goal of arriving
to a general criterion for evaluating the economic losses derived from AGF, in the present
work we propose the following equation: ELi =
PVi*DFi. Where PVi is the value of a property “i”,
and DFi is a depreciation factor caused by structural damages of a property “i” due to AGF. The
DFi is calculated empirically through:
( AA i ) A i−1 + di−1  2 . This last equation is based


on the spatial relations of coexistence and proximity of property polygons and the AGF axis.
The coexistence is valued as the quotient of the
affectation area divided by the total area of the
involved property; and the proximity to the AGF
axis is expressed as the inverse of the perpendicular distance from the centroid of the property polygon to the AGF axis. The sum of these
terms is divided by two to determine the percentage that affects the property value (PVi).
These equations are relevant because it is the

(

)
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first indicator designed for the discrete assessment of the economic impacts due to AGF,
and can be applied to real estate infrastructure
from either urban or rural areas.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Aseismic ground failure (AGF) is produced by human-induced groundwater level declines, and is mostly
associated with land subsidence caused by compaction of
underlying unconsolidated sediment [1]. Lacustrine and
fluviolacustrine unconsolidated terrains favor the development of AGF. Two types of AGF are recognized: earth
fissures, and surface faults. The first are tensile failures
whose opposite sides move perpendicularly to the fault
plane, and the second are aseismic shear faults in which
blocks move in parallel with the fault plane [1] as a consequence of differential settlement. In Mexico, surface
faults are known as creep-fault subsidence processes [2]
originated by the differential compaction of lacustrine
and fluviolacustrine sediments with heterogeneous thickness, which can be due to abrupt contrasts in the relieve
of their basement, or to burial by sediments of preexisting regional normal faults (Figure 1).
AGF is the product of a complex and dynamic hydrogeological-anthropic process [3], because of which their
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(earth fissures and surface faults). The required inputs
are: a land registry map with property value database, a
ground failure map, and a map of influence band that is
done in the field based on the spatial distribution of fractures and other AGF deformations. The variables of the
equation are evaluated in a geographic information system (GIS) through the algorithm represented in Figure 2.
The analysis of the hypothetical case herein presented
was made in ArcGis 10 [21].
The Economic Loss of a property caused by structural
damages due to AGF is calculated in the present work
with the equation:
Figure 1. Ground failure by groundwater withdrawal subsidence. Observe that the compaction of lacustrine sediments deposited upon earlier normal faults generates differential sinking
and new aseismic faults on the surface of the sediment covering
the scarp of the previous geological structures.

number and their geometry expand in proportion with
over-exploitation of groundwater. AGF damages urban infrastructure causing considerable economic losses through
two processes: 1) scarps formed by faulting that by small,
continual displacements due to their formation mechanisms are enough to damage rigid engineering structures
located immediately upon them and nearby buildings
susceptible to small inclinations (Figure 1); and 2) deep
seated-walled gullies of sizeable dimensions that may
potentially harm livestock and humans [1].
Such occurrences have been documented worldwide,
that the reports concentrate in southeastern US (Arizona,
California, Idaho, Nevada, Texas and Utah) [1,4,5];
China, in the provinces on the lower Yellow River basin
(Shaanxi, Shanxi, northern Henan, Hebei, Shandong,
Jiangu and Anhui) [6-8], and in Shanghai [9]; Thailand
in Bangkok [10]; Italy in Venice [11]; and central México in the cities of Aguascalientes, Celaya [12,13], Irapuato, Mexico City [14], Morelia [2,3,15]; Querétaro [16]
and Salamanca [17,18].
The results of general and approximate estimates of
economic losses due to damage and depreciation of property are reported to be of millions of dollars [19,20].
However, there are no previous works attempting to
quantify the economic losses at the scale of individual
properties. Because of this, we are proposing an empirical equation for calculating the economic losses in terms
of depreciation of property value. In order to demonstrate
the effectiveness of these equations and the methodology
applied, we also present in this paper the results obtained
from a hypothetical case of study.

ELi = PVi * DFi

(1)

where: ELi is the Economic Loss of a property “i” (USD).
PVi is the property value (USD), and DFi is a depreciation factor (percent). The DFi is obtained from an empirical equation based on the spatial relations of coexistence
and proximity between property polygons, and the axes
of faulting scarps and deep seated-wall gullies. It is assumed that the depreciation of property is directly proportional to the ratio of affected property area, and inversely proportional to the proximity to the AGF linear
trajectory, as follows:
 AA i 1 
+ 

Ai
di 

DFi =
2

(2)

where:
DFi = depreciation factor (percent);
AAi = affected area of property (m2);
Ai = total area of property (m2);
di = perpendicular distance from the centroid of the
property to the AGF axes (m) (di ≥ 1).
On the one hand, the coexistence is assessed as the
quotient obtained by dividing the affected area (AAi) by
the total area of property (Ai). On the other hand, the

2. MATERIALS AND METODOLOGY
The equation we are proposing was designed based on
field observations and identifications of spatial relations
of properties relative to the trajectories of AGF axes
Copyright © 2014 SciRes.

Figure 2. Graphic representation of the algorithm for quantification in a geographic information system of the economic
impact of ground failure.
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proximity is calculated as the inverse distance between
the centroid of the property polygon and the axis of the
trajectory of the AGF ( d i−1 ). The sum of both terms is
divided by two to determine the percentage that affects
the property value. Additionally, the economic impact
(EI) in USD produced by the AGF in a particular site
may be calculated by:
EI= EL1 + EL 2 +  + EL n

(3)

The algorithm for the calculations (Figure 2) initiates
by the identification of properties coexisting with the
influence band, with which the layer “affected property”
is created. Next, the affected area in each property is
obtained by clipping the influence band relative to the
affected area of the corresponding property (Figure 3).
Multiplying the quotient that results from dividing the
affected area by the total area of each property provides
the coexistence term (AAi) to be used in Equation (2).
Also, the inverse of the perpendicular distance (d−1) from
the centroid of each property to the axis of the AGF
(Figure 3), discretized the proximity relation for each
affected property, which corresponds to the second term
in Equation (2).
These two products (AAi and d−1) are appended to the
database of the affected property layer. The application
and result of Equation (2) is written in a new attribute
column (DFi) that corresponds to the depreciation factor
for each property. The reclassification of properties with
the values from the DFi attribute renders the map of depreciation factor of properties.
Multiplying DFi times the property value (PVi) (Equation (1)) generates the map of economic loss (ELi). Finally, the sum of the partial economic losses (Equation
(3)) corresponds to the total economic impact (EI) of
AGF.

3. RESULTS
The proposed algorithm was applied to a hypothetical
case of properties near an AGF, all having equal values
of USD$ 50000.00. Figure 4 shows the cartographic
inputs of property (polygons), ground failure (line) and
influence band (polygon) as layers on a GIS. In Figure 5
the affected properties are highlighted, and their corresponding centroids are shown, together with a table containing the distances of each affected property centroid to
the linear trajectory of the AGF (di). The area of each
affected property within the influence band is shown in
Figure 6, from which the proportion of affected property
area was calculated as shown in the corresponding database (AAi).
The results of the application of Equation (2) are
shown in Figure 7 together with the corresponding database. It is observed that the spatial distribution of the
depreciation factor (DFi) for each affected property
agrees with the assumptions made, given that properties
having higher weighed proximity (1/di)—being closer to
the AGF line—and weighed coexistence (AAi/Ai)—with
larger affectation areas—display higher DFi values (red
polygons).
Given that in our hypothetical case all properties have
an equal value (USD$ 50,000), the spatial distribution of
the economic losses (ELi) calculated by Equation (1) is
the same as that of the depreciation factor (DFi). In a real
scenario the value of properties is seldom equal so that

Figure 4. Cartographic inputs: property (polygon), aseismic
ground failure (line) and influence band (polygon).

Figure 3. Map of properties affected by ground failure. The affected area (AAi, hatched area) is the area of the property overlapping the influence band polygon; Ai is the total area of the
property. The attribute of spatial proximity is evaluated for each
property from the perpendicular distance (yellow lines) from its
centroid (open circles) to the trajectory axis of the aseismic
ground failure (red line).
Copyright © 2014 SciRes.

Figure 5. Centroids of affected properties.
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the spatial distribution of economic losses will vary relative to the depreciation factor. The economic impact
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calculated by Equation (3) using the database shown in
Table 1 were of USD$ 393,219.
AAi
70.000
77.000
23.000
44.000
27.000
17.000
6.323
22.000
7.872
58.000
79.000
18.000
0.001
29.000
67.000
74.000
…
…

Id
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
…
…

Figure 6. Area of each property affected by the influence band (AAi). To the right, the corresponding database is shown.

Figure 7. Depreciation factor (DFi) map and final database after joins and calculation of the first (0.75
AAi/Ai) and second (0.25/di) terms of Equation (1).
Table 1. Economic losses database. Assuming a constant property value of USD$ 50,000 and applying Equation (3), the total economic impact were of USD$ 393,219.
Id

DFi

Pvi

Eli

Id

DFi

Pvi

Eli

Id

DFi

Pvi

Eli

1

0.162767

$ 50,000

$ 8138

11

0.690514

$ 50,000

$ 34,526

21

0.58319

$ 50,000

$ 29,160

2

0.375132

$ 50,000

$ 18,757

12

0.161169

$ 50,000

$ 8058

22

0.431283

$ 50,000

$ 21,564

3

0.082686

$ 50,000

$ 4134

13

0.258406

$ 50,000

$ 12,920

23

0.332507

$ 50,000

$ 16,625

4

0.081162

$ 50,000

$ 4058

14

0.501939

$ 50,000

$ 25,097

24

0.246705

$ 50,000

$ 12,335

5

0.111948

$ 50,000

$ 5597

15

0.872358

$ 50,000

$ 43,618

25

0.308261

$ 50,000

$ 15,413

6

0.078492

$ 50,000

$ 3925

16

0.251005

$ 50,000

$ 12,550

26

0.335616

$ 50,000

$ 16,781

7

0.037821

$ 50,000

$ 1891

17

0.148048

$ 50,000

$ 7402

27

0.164423

$ 50,000

$ 8221

8

0.089591

$ 50,000

$ 4480

18

0.14822

$ 50,000

$ 7411

28

0.032619

$ 50,000

$ 1631

9

0.117373

$ 50,000

$ 5869

19

0.109773

$ 50,000

$ 5489

EI =

$ 393,219

10

0.511732

$ 50,000

$ 25,587

20

0.639636

$ 50,000

$ 31,982
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4. DISCUSSION
The equation for calculating demerit factor presented
here has the following advantages: it allows the assessment spatial, temporal and discrete economic loss caused
by AGF; can be taken as a criterion standard in the practice of the valuation of real property affected; is an important tool for the calculation of vulnerability and risk
for AGF, and can be adapted to the calculation of economic losses caused by other phenomena such as slope
instability and flooding. However, this equation is based
only on spatial relationships and excludes other important variables such as: type of construction, civil structure deformation and geotechnical properties of the land
affected. This situation makes it susceptible of modification and improvement of specialists with different approaches.
The results shown in this paper, obtained from a fictional case, show the effectiveness of the proposal to
discretize and quantify the economic loss caused by the
AGF in each of the properties affected. It is therefore a
key element in quantifying the economic damage caused
by natural disasters, and will social support claims for
the design of public policies of mitigation and prevention.

5. CONCLUSION
The evaluation of economic losses (Equation (1)) from
AGF is made feasible through the calculation of a factor
of depreciation value of damaged properties. The degree
of the depreciation (Equation (2)) is discretely and specifically assessed for each considered property. Overall,
this means that the total economic losses or economic
impact will be objectively estimated (Equation (3)) as a
function of geometric characteristics, level of exposure
(coexistence and proximity), and the value of affected
properties. The three equations that we herein propose
are deemed as a standard criterion and a basic tool that
could be adopted by the different governmental levels
(Federal, State and Municipal) for valuing of urban and
rural property made for commercial and tax calculation
purposes, economic disaster, and as an analytic factor for
urban planning and development.
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